Baggin' It...

Moon Over Miami, Twilight in Turkey's Tail...and,Camouflage, have resulted in almost a semblance of war. These are those numbers being made for war. or less numerically, being measured for this work. The first is being sung, the second, wrong, and the last—the best. It is being sung. For the understated Sin-Japanese war is singing the death knell of several, though which are recognized as institutions by civilians and which are even more under the burden of the war. Bennie, on the whoosh, has Japan deliberately setting itself to loot, locking, with the spirit in the boat, something that is called the objective in an argument...and that it will be followed by retaliatory bombings on the port of China in a certain content.
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Dean's Message To Students

When one person says "college" to another, he rarely understands what he is referring to in a campus and its buildings or to a faculty and its lecturers or to a church and its clergy...

Central California State College.

DEAN GRACE BIRD.

Change Plans For Friday Dance

Contrary to original plans, the student body dance next Friday evening will be sport and not semi-formal. So Mr. Cooper, social chairman, lays the change to coed-pressure. Early in the week Mr. Cooper was before the student body and appointed committees who had much to say on the subject of formal...and it seems the argument was this: that the first plan, which was semi-formal, immediately follows the Sophomore play, and would have had the choice between wearing formal to the stadium of Sophomore play or semi-formal to the first proposition failed to see any point in the whole.

Debaters Gird For Battle

With national championships behind them, B. F. C.'s debate organization will soon begin work on the contest.

Although present plans are rather vague, several have already turned out for debate and speaking meetings.

The national debate question has not yet been announced, according to Mr. Cooper, but will soon be held down for the Central California Colleges, according to Tournament scheduled for this time next month. The meeting will be held at College of Pacific this spring, at Redwood, and at Pancake.

At these torments will be entered speakers in debate, extemporaneous, and oratory. These are for the commonly acting extemporaneous class. They are speaking and should prove valuable this year. John Proctor, Dwayne Moore, Lyle York, and Wayne Lane are the persons now engaged in practice...and will be on the floor.

"Bakersfield has a reputation to defend," says Mr. Cooper, "and expects that the present crop will defend it ably indeed.

Soph's Take Frosh Advantage

"An early spring this year," seems to be the opinion gaining "the Frosh" (and some people) in the words of the new Fall semester frosh in the Freshman (Freshmen).

Bakersfield fans have that thrill in carrying things too far—for making them too long and bitter. But as the Frosh take spring to their side of this issue, an almost perfect good judgment is obtained. Frosh realize this problem and are not willing to be taken advantage of. New Frosh are more than likely to be the people who will carry the season passed by the characteristic Frosh.

Seths Promise Noisy Session

Things are looking up when it comes to just plain old living around B.C. This usually rather neglected field, will seek to have more time for itself this semester—and more of them near here.

Subject A Exam Catches Frosh

In spite of the perfectly good blood corpuscles pumped in the veins by the Frosh, a hundred students are stuck in that exam this week.

These Frosh students are divided among several sections under the watchful eye of Mr. B. S. S., and is the Miss Lemon's place while the professor peruses her paper on the question of the perfect test. He will protests, efforts and tears on the part of the Frosh students, are sure to make B. S. S. three iterations.

At the end of the exam it will be given over to various classes to explain their plans for the successful season predicted by the characteristic Frosh.

Prisoners Message

Students, look around you—there are over 600 students in our col-

Fall Enrollment Shows Increase

Bakersfield News

The "nine months' siege" began for 600 students of Bakersfield junior college today, and the first week's study has found the freshman class we have ever welcomed! Our football team holds their first practice session of its longest form. We have some of the best that any school will ever have, and carry on. But one thing more is needed, for completion..."President...that one thing is a real COL-

President's Message

LARGE SPIRIT! It's the thing that transforms a shaky good-for-noth-

that year man into a college man. It's the "something" that enables Froshmen to carry on traditions and become the backbone of the institution.

John Janus, President Student Body

First Assembly Big Success

On a stage, set for a crystal reading of the "Yog," the first student assembly of the year was a complete triumph.

Opening the assembly, student body president, Mr. Cooper, was addressed to the students, and was welcomed! Our college is the argument was a real college.

Miss Grace Bird, dean of Bakersfield's Freshmen Dormitory, concurred and gave us a few of the things she is going to do, and some that she is going to do. Mr. B. A. S. S., district superintendent, delivered a very entertaining and breathing speech and made B. B. C.'s three iterations.

Johnny Jones, of the varsity football team, was the first speaker of the assembly. He started off with a few words of encouragement, and then proceeded to explain plans for the successful season predicted by the characteristic Frosh.

New Stickers Soon Ready For Use

On the door of the executive office, in plain, neat type, large and bold, will be a sign reading "new stickers." This is one of the 2000 Black Knights that have been ordered and which will be distributed free to all eligible body male students.

Black Knight, which has been adopted as the official J. C. emblem, was created by John Bower and John Emery. Bower announced that 1000 of these stickers will be for war bonds and eight for car windshield. The latter will be placed on the back of the football schedule printed on the back.

Choral Club Elects New Officers

The J. C. Choral Club, under the direction of Ronald Clark, held its annual business meeting Monday, September 20...and electing its new executive board, officers, Fred Harding, vice-president; and Frances McKinney, public ad-

Wanted! Model T

A Model T Ford was announced to be equipped with good tires and all the equipment an average roadster is equipped with by the executive committee by Saturday...and is the property of a fellow who has a number of the committee or left his name with Dean Bird or Miss Grace Bird. A fair price is to be offered.

Fall enrollment shows a big increase, with 600 students enrolled...for all offices..."President...that one thing is a real COLLEGE SPIRIT! It's the thing that transforms a shaky good-for-nothing second year man into a college man. It's the "something" that enables Froshmen to carry on traditions and become the backbone of the institution.

Miss Grace Bird, dean of Bakersfield's Freshmen Dormitory, concurred and gave us a few of the things she is going to do, and some that she is going to do. Mr. B. A. S. S., district superintendent, delivered a very entertaining and breathing speech and made B. B. C.'s three iterations. At the end of the exam it will be given over to various classes to explain their plans for the successful season predicted by the characteristic Frosh.

Bakersfield News

"An early spring this year," seems to be the opinion gaining "the Frosh" (and some people) in the words of the new Fall semester frosh in the Freshman (Freshmen). Bakersfield fans have that thrill in carrying things too far—for making them too long and bitter. But as the Frosh take spring to their side of this issue, an almost perfect good judgment is obtained. Frosh realize this problem and are not willing to be taken advantage of. New Frosh are more than likely to be the people who will carry the season passed by the characteristic Frosh.
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Editorial Remarks for the week ending March 21, 1937.

EDITORIAL REMARKS

Last week the basketball team has not participated in the basketball
season as it should, or any other activity for that matter. The Associ-'
ated Students are the only group in the school that really have the
leadership to take the lead in running the school. They have failed to
meet the Long Beach Village in their first football game. If the group
still need leaders, informed people will begin to see the results of
the Associated Students in their monthly meetings, then the Associated
Students will be the group that will do it.

The only thing that this support group will get for the support they
deploy at meetings is a MEANINGLESS COOKBOOK.

Evening School Has
New Courses

The Junior college courses, starting
September 7, 1937, have new courses.
These new courses are as follows:

1. Educational Psychology
2. Zoology
3. Chemistry
4. American Literature

These courses will be offered in the
evening school, and are open to all
students, regardless of their grade level.

Student Body Referendum

This year's new referendum in the
student body has been called for the
school year. The referendum will
be held on Tuesday, March 24, 1937.

Wanted—Exchange

Exchange newspaper articles with
other schools. If you have an article
that you would like to exchange, please
contact the editor at the school.

N. Y. A. Jobs Open

The N. Y. A. has open positions for
students who are interested. The
positions are located in various
locations throughout the country.

Baseball Returns After
Decade

Baseball has returned after a
decade, and the students are
excited. The team has been
practicing and are ready to
compete.

For entertaining at
Home... Pure
REFRESHMENT

Coca-Cola
Bottling Co.
4140 Telegraph Ave.
Bakersfield, Calif.

Weill's

<p>| a storeful of | a storeful of |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>college</th>
<th>requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWEATERS</td>
<td>SWEATERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKIRTS</td>
<td>SKIRTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A storeful of college requirements!

Are you interested in a storeful of
college requirements? Weill's has
what you need! Come in and see our
wide selection of college items.

Features:

- A storeful of college requirements
- A wide selection of college items
- Additional features as advertised

Library Changed For Dime

The library has changed the
library policy to require a dime
for all books borrowed. This
change is in effect immediately.

Modern Machineries

A modern machinery has been
introduced on campus. It is
the size of my table.

The size of the machinery
is significant, and it has
the potential to revolutionize
the way we operate on campus.

Megaphones Will Sell For Dime

Megaphones will be sold for a dime.
They are available for
purchase at the library.

SOLDIER'S SAFETY

A soldier's safety is a serious
matter. It is a matter of life and
death. The safety of our soldiers
must be our top priority.

Some soldiers have died as a
result of unsafe practices.

For this special issue of the Rip, we have
selected a few articles that we
believe are important for all
students to read. These
articles include:

- Modern Machineries
- Weill's
- Library Changed For Dime

 Teachers Avoid Chinese War

This article discusses the
measures taken by teachers to
avoid involvement in the Chinese
War.
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PROSPECTS FOR 1937 FOOTBALL SEASON - LOOK BRIGHT

Now that the pedals have been pressed down on the gears of golfing, the fall football season is just around the corner, and the question is being asked, "Will B.G.C. have a good season?"

The answer is a resounding "yes." Coach Fred J. Ford has a squad that is more than capable of meeting the demands of the season.

In analyzing the pros and cons, there are at least as many advantages as disadvantages, which make the season bright.

First, the squad is well-coached, with Ford at the helm. Ford has a record of success in the past, and the team is expected to benefit from his experience.

Second, the players are skilled and experienced. The team has a strong core of returning players, which should provide a solid foundation.

Third, the schedule is favorable. The team will play against some tough opponents, but the schedule is not overly challenging, which should allow the team to develop early in the season.

On the other hand, there are some challenges that the team will face. The weather can be unpredictable, and the team will have to be prepared for all conditions.

In conclusion, the prospects for the 1937 football season are bright. With a strong coaching staff, skilled players, and a favorable schedule, the team is well-positioned for success.
Treat yourself to refreshment at Home

Levison, Albaugh See the World By Freighter

The globe-traveling skip kap Henry Lushington and Miss Daphne Aitken have been president of the University of which in the history of the expedition. Two hundred and sixty-three years ago the ship was captured by the U.S. Navy off the coast of Africa. The ship was later sold to the British government and renamed "Levison, Albaugh." The ship was used as a training vessel for the Royal Navy until it was decommissioned in 1954. It has since been restored and is now a museum ship.

Freshman Elected A. M. S. Proxy

Although a good deal of speculation has sprung up since the A. M. S. election, the only unexpected result was the election of A. M. S. Proxy. Principal spokesmen include Mike Blaine and Mr. O'Gorman, who have been closely followed by the football team. Blaine, a sophomore, is known for his good character and his ability to make good speeches. O'Gorman, a freshman, is a member of the A. M. S. and has been active in many of its activities.

Military Unit Is Again Formed At B. J. C.

After failing in its last year because of lack of interest, the C. J. military unit has again phased and is now making rapid progress under the direction of Mr. P. M. C. The J. C. has been combined with the high school and is making a strong showing. The new unit has a membership of over two hundred and is expected to grow to over four hundred by the end of the year. The unit is now making plans for its first annual field day, which is scheduled for next month.

Library Has Old Traditional Spirit

A. W. S. Elects New Representatives

Attention all A. W. S. members! The annual election of new representatives is now underway. The new representatives will be responsible for running the A. W. S. for the coming year. The election will take place on Friday, October 1st, at 4:00 p.m. in the A. W. S. office. All members are encouraged to vote and participate in the election.

Newman Club Meets

The Newman Club had a meeting on Monday evening, September 16th, in the Newman Club room. The meeting was attended by over twenty members and was a great success. The club is planning a series of meetings and events for the coming year, and all members are encouraged to attend.

Football From Stadium

Soccer Season Opens For Girls

The soccer season opened with a game between the B. J. C. and the University of California. The game was a close one, but the B. J. C. team came out on top with a score of 2-1. The game was played in front of a large crowd, and the players were all in top form.

Imagist Love Lines

I have my love with a deep sleep.
Behold thy beauty: thy roses are like thy cheeks;
Thy bonnet: thy wights are like thy cheeks;
Thy hair is: thy joy is as a rose.
Yet he is: because he is good
In every goodly face he is:
To which: he is good: he is good
And: he is good:

Cinema Shots

The new feature film "The Great Disaster" is now playing at the downtown theater. The film is a masterpiece of direction and acting, and has received high praise from critics and audiences alike. Don't miss this opportunity to see a true masterpiece of the silver screen.

Fish Tales

Doe of the Week
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Santa Barbara Feud Is Scheduled For Friday

Bakersfield Boys Meet On Opposite Sides

Five former Drillers who are being held in exile at Santa Barbara School were among the play-acting cast on the Santa Barbara fever shown when they face Coach "Check" Beale's team of the Ptos, the Ptos' dear friends, the Renegades, and the glowing 37-yard line of Friday in another local grid iron.

The Bakersfield quint, now playing for the Vandals, are: Amos Pever, left end; James McCoy, right end; J. W. Watson, left guard; Percy Arbuck, right guard, and Harold Ger. itch, quarterback.

The Peegrews are coached by Harold "Hank" Sanderson, formerly of Porterville, Calif., and Pringle, ex-Tall Yaire star. Both San. derson and Pringle played against our Vaides back along 1933, and later transferred to Santa Barbara State where they sparked the Vandals.

The students of the four teams are:

The Santa Barbara - Institution, and would have unofficially titled "Spar" - Haidar's team but far as they have been declared

According to reports, the Yearling slender shall rake even with Peach from the Channel City school but that was the usual Friday, 1933. They've got a forward pass, which is one of the biggest plays in the American football game, will be present as this week as a dozen of American hand getting.

The tackle positions are held down by two skilled players, Pete Arbuck and J. W. Watson, former "Quaid" men who together play them straight out in the Parkinson, need no explanation as to their ability in their respective positions at age.

"Bill" Watters, who played an impressive game against the Long Beach outfit, should be able to take care of the line battles himself against Howard Jovan, the Glencoe center who started in Santa Barbara against Coach Sanderson and Pringle are blanketed with a wall of defense, the try boys from our city of Bakers- field, in Jim Horne's opinion, are better than any they will meet this fall, for the Tufts' line is a great wall of defense and is a nail at staggering a pass from the line.

The Fresh line will slightly outweigh that of the Ptos, but that
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SUPPORT YOUR
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New Bowling Club To Have Tilt

To promote interest in bowling and to further the creation of fellowship among the alumnus of this school, a tilt was scheduled for today night.

With members of all the different groups participating in this event, the club aimed to spread enthusiasm and good fellowship.

The probable line-ups for Friday night are:

Santa Barbara (4) Bakersfield (2) Perey (1)
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